
{p6} storyLINE transfer [story: phase one]

Problem:
Using one of the themes below, write a story about YOU + LINE {visually, relationally, 
culturally, socially, politically, territorially, physically, metaphysically, spiritually, etc.} 
Choose ONE of the themes below to use as a foundation for your story. 

This story can be real or imagined or some combination. You will have time in studio 
to discuss ideas with your team, brainstorm + begin your writing process in your 
visual journal or on your laptop. 

Your final {proof read} story will be typed & should not exceed one full page typed. 
	
1. Crossing the LINE: choose one memory from your life that involves 
crossing a line + tell us that story.

2. Staying in LINE: choose one memory from your life that involves staying 
in line + tell us that story.

3. Imaginary LINE: write about an imaginary line you hold in your mind + tell 
us that story.

4. Observed LINE: working from a photograph that have taken of some 
type of line, write/create a story that is real or fabricated about this line 
within the photo and your relationship to it + tell us that story.

Strategy: 
This is a short story; real or mostly real; serious or humorous; tender or twisted; 
mundane or wildly adventurous; safe or scary. 

Consider writing it in a way that would not bore you {or me} - a children’s story, fable, 
fairy tale, journal expert, movie script, song lyric, poem, end of the world warning, 
newspaper article, interview transcript, letter, prayer, mantra, etc.

Don’t forget to incorporate tension- it is an important element in telling stories. 
Consider other traditionally visual elements and organizing principles in their 
application to your story {negative space, repetition, rhythm, texture, etc}

The theme is LINE. Your story should relate to YOU + your experience {real or 
imagined} with a line. Be thoughtful about HOW you tell us this story. 

Timeline:
One page typed Story is due at 9:30am on W: 4.1 & R:4.2 
Put your name & LINE theme on top right corner of the page. 
Arrive with THREE copies of your story. Come prepared & on time!
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surface
S T U D I O
additive
balance
closure
collage
composition
concept
content
contour
dialog
economy
editing
expressive
focal point
form
foreshadowing
harmony
implied line
implied shape
language
metaphor
narrative
implied narrative
negative + positive space
pattern
perspective
plane
repetition
rhythm
scale
tension
texture
unity
variety 
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